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SETTING A NEW COMBINATION
This resettable combination padlock is set to open at
0-0-0 (Even though dials may be positioned on other numbers.)
Turn the dials and align
the numbers 0-0-0 so
they are clearly visible
inside the “Windows”.
Press the shackle down
firmly and turn the shackle
o
further 90 counterclockwise
so it is fixed in this position.

Return the shackle back to
the original position. Your
new combination is now set.

Pull up the shackle
o
and turn it 90
counterclockwise to
align the projection
on the shackle with
the notch on the
lock body.

Turn the dials to
set a new combination.
6
TEST THE LOCK
BEFORE USE.

OVERRIDE INDICATOR
1. The red inspection status feature (red collar) will appear from the
bottom of the shackle, if the TSA baggage screener has inspected
your bag or if your lock has been tampered with.
2. To reset the red indicator, you must perform the following 3 steps to
turn the indicator back to the original position.
Turn the dials to the opening combination.
o
Pull up the shackle.

360

To reset the red indicator, you can either turn
o
the shackle 360 counterclockwise until you
hear a “Click” or simply insert a small pin-like
device, into the small hole that is located on the
side of the housing, on the opposite end of the
dials.
Keep your combination in a safe and accessible place
for future reference.
NOTE:
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) screeners and airline check-in
staff at airports are trained to recognize the Travel Sentry ® logo.
They understand that baggage with locks displaying this mark are permitted to
® remain locked.
TSA screeners have access to special codes that allow them to open those locks in the event
that the baggage must be opened for inspection.
With Travel Sentry ® Approved locks the TSA can screen checked baggage faster, without having
to break open locks.

